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Workflow Comparison - BricsCAD BIM

Internal Comparison of BIM Capabilities

BIM

Maturity level - 4D, 5D, 6D This hasn’t been the focus. IFC and other efforts have laid a strong foundation to 
build upon.

IFC quality vs. competitor Bricsys is interested in making this as strong as it can be. BricsCAD is a member 
of OpenBIM, and certified by BuildingSMART for IFC2x3 Coordination View 2.0.

Implementation

Installation Short time to complete install.

Supported operating systems Windows + Mac + Linux.

Worksharing

Multiple users can work on same 
BIM

This is supported through XREFs. Users can work on different parts of the model 
at the same time.

Work synchronisation to central 
model

The model is divided into XREFs versus worksets. The project folder could be 
located on an internal server or 24/7.

General I

AutoCAD commands BricsCAD BIM is built on top of BricsCAD, where AutoCAD commands are supported.

Discipline specific tool sets  
(Architecture/Structure etc.) Visual representation vs. Analysis. Ability to propagate (direct model) connections.

Templates (company/project 
standards) A set of template options are presented when a user creates a new file.

Work effectively in isometric views Modeling is typically done in 3d views, versus generated section views.

Work effectively in perspective 
views Modeling is typically done in 3d views, versus generated section views.

Work effectively in elevation views Modeling is done in the elevation view of the 3d model. The generated section 
view is for adding more detail to the design documentation.
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General II

Develop multiple BIMs  
simultaneously Spatial locations allows levels to be associated with separate buildings.

Sketching Visual representation vs. Analysis. Ability to propagate (direct model) connections.

Levels A set of template options are presented when a user creates a new file.

Work planes/reference planes Modeling is typically done in 3d views, versus generated section views.

XREFs Modeling is typically done in 3d views, versus generated section views.

Parametric modeling Modeling is done in the elevation view of the 3d model. The generated section 
view is for adding more detail to the design documentation.

Direct modelling

Direct Modeling is a part of BricsCAD BIM. You can utilize the features related 
directly or you can use propagate to define a detail or relationship between differ-
ent entities and then direct model the similar conditions that you select. Provides 
the ability to incorporate complex modeling into the BIM.

Artificial intelligence Used to automate manual and time-consuming work, like e.g. BIMIFY, BLOCKIFY, 
PROPAGATE, etc.

Adding compositions/materials A standard library is provided, but users can also create new compositions and/
or libraries as well.

Import Revit families Families are able to be imported into version 19.

Nested components (families) Nested (classified) blocks.

Component (family) types Parametric components.

Animate components (parameters 
of components / imported families)

Parameters can be animated to assist identifying and understanding how the 
component will be adjusted as the parameter is changed.

Design constraints Design intent options in BricsCAD.

Grid lines Linear and radial building grids can be created. In addition, PANELIZE provides 
the ability to create grids on walls and other surfaces.

Structure modelling
Ability to import (IFC) or create a visual representation of an overall structural 
layout or portions of the layout. Analysis is not currently included directly in 
BricsCAD BIM. 

Pipe modelling Ability to import (IFC) or create a visual representation of an overall piping layout 
or portions of the layout. Analysis is not currently included directly in BricsCAD BIM. 

Mechanical modelling
Ability to import (IFC) or create a visual representation of an overall system 
layout or portions of the layout. Analysis is not currently included directly in 
BricsCAD BIM. 

Massing Massing can be done in SHAPE as well as BricsCAD BIM.
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General III

Clash detection INTERFERE command.

Phasing (e.g. demolition) Although custom parameters can be added to entities, there is not a predefined 
phasing property associated with all entities.

Design options -

Change management -

Structural analysis (i.e. equivalent 
to Autodesk ROBOT) Third-party applications.

Energy efficient design (i.e. 
equivalent to Autodesk Insight) Third-party applications.

Graphical programming (i.e. 
equivalent to Autodesk Dynamo) Link with Rhino Grasshopper via IFC.

BricsCAD BIM

2D Documentation

Auto-generation of drawing views Different types of sections can be generated to develop drawing views that are linked 
to the BIM.

Automatic dimensions, labels, tags Partially: tags are placed automatically.

Associative dimensioning For example, when a wall thickness is changed that has previously been dimen-
sioned on a drawing, the dimension will update.

Room names/tags When a room is created (BIMIFY or BIMROOM) a tag is associated with the room. 
To display on generated viewport, select the viewport and run the TAG command.

Floor plans Created when a plan section is added. Generating the section creates the plan 
viewport on a sheet.

Ceiling plans Created when a RCP section is added. Generating the section creates the plan 
viewport on a sheet.

Elevations Created when a section is added or when BIMIFY is run. Generating the section 
creates the plan viewport on a sheet

Details A 2d detail view can be created when a volume section is added to the BIM, and 
generated to create the viewport on a sheet

Area plans Enlarged or area plans can be created using a detail section of a portion of a plan 
(volume section)

Section drawings All sections created in the BIM can be generated to create section drawings

Schedules Schedules are currently created using data extraction, and then they can be 
added to a sheet

Legends -

Material Take-offs Can be created as a type of schedule using data extraction.
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Reporting

Direct from product (BIM?) Design Documentation is generated and linked to sections of plans, sections and 
elevations in the BIM.

From connected database
The BIM database can be set to external, which allows all the files generated for 
the project to be associated with a central database of spatial locations, composi-
tions, profiles, and other data types.

Export to a database Able to export an overall BIM using IFC, but not currently able to export the BIM 
database.

Export to CSV/Excel Currently, as part of the Data Extraction process CSV/XLS files are generated for 
user selection sets within the BIM to generate schedules.

Supported database - Access/MS 
SQL/Oracle etc.

A project database can be set up internally or externally (.bsyslib), which is a 
SQLite format. Externally, it includes information on spatial locations, composi-
tions, materials, etc. Currently, other types of databases cannot be imported or 
associated with the BIM. There is a XML import/export capability.

Integration & Interoperability

Import Revit Families Revit Family files (.rfa) can be imported and utilized within BricsCAD BIM. Only 
geometry is supported. Only certain versions are supported.

Import terrain models Coordinate files (TIN surfaces) can be imported with the v19 site tools. 

Integrate with point clouds Ability to import and view point clouds.

Training

Learning curve to gain basic 
proficiency - first project

Users with background in AutoCAD know most part of the commands without 
additional training.

Duration of basic training 1 day to learn the BIM basics (modeling, classification, etc.)

Duration of intermediate training 2 days to learn intermediate workflows (schedules, tags, drawing generation, etc.)

Duration of advanced training Advanced training focuses on creating more advanced models (e.g. steel struc-
tures, HVAC systems) and managing and documenting BIM models.

Learning curve - to gain expert 
level proficiency
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We invite you to try 
BricsCAD BIM

Imagine BIM-ready modeling from the concept 
stage, with no design effort lost, ever. 

Next, we deliver multi-user access using proven workflows. You should know that 

BricsCAD BIM is certified to BuildingSmart International’s IFC2x3 Coordination View 

2.0, to ensure accurate model sharing between architecture, structural engineering and 

building mechanical disciplines. A unique feature of our approach is the ability to design 

and detail fabricated building components, all in one CAD product. And with BricsCAD 

BIM, you’ll have access to the best 2D drafting tools available, with automated layouts 

and updates. A full set of online video tutorials to get you started, too. And yes, an honest 

price and licensing that works for your business.

To find out more, and for your 30-day free trial, 

visit: www.zentekconsultants.net/bricscad

866-824-4459 | sales@zentekconsultants.net

https://www.buildingsmart.org/
https://www.bricsys.com/en-intl/bim/tutorial/
https://www.zentekconsultants.net/bricscad

